
April 21, 2005

Mr. Michael Mason
Chief Engineer
Transnuclear, Inc.
Four Skyline Drive
Hawthorne, NY  10532

SUBJECT: SECOND REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING THE
TRANSNUCLEAR NUHOMS® HD HORIZONTAL MODULAR STORAGE
SYSTEM (TAC NO. L23738)

Dear Mr. Mason:

By letter dated May 5, 2004, as supplemented July 6 and October 28, 2004, Transnuclear, Inc.,
(TN) submitted an application for NUHOMS® HD Certificate of Compliance (CoC) No. 1030. 
This application proposes a new horizontal modular storage system, designated the NUHOMS®

HD.  In a letter dated December 13, 2004, the staff sent you a request for additional information
(RAI) regarding this design.  In letters dated February 18, 2005, and March 7, 2005, you
provided responses to the staff’s RAI.  

The staff has reviewed your responses and has determined that we need additional information
in the structural area that is identified in the enclosure to this letter.  We request that you
provide this information by May 23, 2005.  Inform us at your earliest convenience, but no later
than May 9, 2005, if you are not able to provide the information by that date.  To assist us in
rescheduling your review, you should include a new proposed submittal date and the reasons
for the delay.

Please reference Docket No. 72-1030  and TAC No. L23738 in future correspondence related
to this request.  The staff is available to meet to discuss your proposed responses.  If you have
any questions regarding this matter, I may be contacted at (301) 415-1132.

Sincerely,

/RA/     

 Joseph M. Sebrosky, Senior Project Manager
 Licensing Section
 Spent Fuel Project Office
 Office of Nuclear Material Safety
   and Safeguards
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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
TRANSNUCLEAR, INC.
DOCKET NO. 72-1030

By application dated, May 5, 2004, as supplemented July 6 and October 28, 2004,
Transnuclear, Inc. (TN) requested approval of the NUHOMS® HD Horizontal Modular Storage
System.  In a letter dated December 13, 2004, the staff sent you a request for additional
information (RAI) regarding this design.  In letters dated February 18, 2005, and March 7, 2005,
TN provided responses to the staff’s RAI.  The staff has reviewed your responses and has
determined that more information is needed in the structural area to assess compliance with
10 CFR Part 72.  This request for additional information (RAI) identifies additional information
needed by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff in connection with its review
of the application.  The requested information is listed by chapter number and title used in the
applicant’s safety analysis report (SAR).  NUREG-1536, "Standard Review Plan for Dry Cask
Storage Systems (SRP)," was used by the staff in its review of the application.

Each individual RAI describes information needed by the staff for it to complete its review of the
application and/or the SAR and to determine whether the applicant has demonstrated
compliance with the regulatory requirements.  

Chapter 2 Principal Design Criteria

2-6 (Related to First Round RAI 2-2)

Revise the technical specification and Chapter 2 of the SAR to include the definition of
damaged fuel as defined in ISG-1, rev.1.  

The applicant’s response (RAI response 2-2) is not consistent with the guidance in ISG-
1, rev.1 for damaged fuel. The applicant’s definition of damaged fuel can be broader
than that specified in the definition section of ISG-1, Rev. 1, but should as a minimum
include those items listed in that section.

In accordance with 10 CFR 72.236(c), the spent fuel must be maintained subcritical
under credible conditions.  Further, 10 CFR 72.236(m) seeks to ensure safe fuel storage
and handling and to minimize post-operational safety problems with respect to
retrievability of the fuel from the storage system.

Chapter 3 Structural Evaluation

3-19 (Related to First Round RAI 3-13)

Provide analyses demonstrating that fuel rod cladding integrity is maintained for the
drop scenarios evaluated in SAR Section 3.5.3.1 "Side Drop" and Appendix 3.9.8,
Section 3.9.8.11.1 "Structural Integrity Evaluation."  Analysis assumptions should be
justified based on the physical and behavioral characteristics of the fuel rods in the
assemblies.  Cladding material properties should be consistent with high burnup fuel
and include a thickness reduction due to oxidation.
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First round RAI 3-13 requested justification for the fuel rod moment of inertia (MI) used
in performing the side drop fuel rod structural integrity evaluation in Appendix 3.9.8,
Section 3.9.8.11.1.  Therein TN used a MI equal to ½ the MI of the cladding plus ½ the
MI of the fuel.  TN’s  response justified this approach by assuming composite behavior
between the fuel and cladding based on physical conditions that exist during in-reactor
operations that result in compressive radial stresses between the fuel and cladding. 
The staff found these in-reactor conditions to not be applicable to spent fuel in storage
due to the significant difference in the pressure and temperature environments between
in-reactor operation and storage conditions.  (Essentially, in storage the fuel is in a
highly fractured condition with little or no radial compression forces acting on the fuel.) 
It is also noted that in this first round response the applicant did not mention nor address
the fact that for the drop analysis performed in Section 3.5.3.1 Table 3-12 the full MI of
both the cladding and fuel was used.

After discussions with TN, the staff received a second analysis in an email dated March
25, 2005, (this second analysis is documented below) that did not rely on composite
behavior between the fuel and cladding, and addressed both Appendix 3.9.8, Section
3.9.8.11.1 and Section 3.5.3.1.  Part A of the second analysis addressed Appendix 3.9.8
- a one foot side drop load of 30g.  This analysis treated the fuel rod as a continuous
beam over multiple supports and considered the bending resistance (MI) of only the
cladding.  The staff found this approach acceptable.  Part B of the second analysis
addressed Section 3.5.3.1 Table 3-12 - a side drop load of 75g.  For this analysis TN
abandoned the approach used in Part A and instead pursued a displacement limited
approach.  TN assumed the fuel rod was not a continuous beam over multiple supports
(the model that had been used in Part A), but rather assumed that it was a simply
supported beam spanning between adjacent grid spacers - the most flexible condition
possible - and imposed a displacement limit approximately equal to the maximum total
gap between adjacent fuel rods plus the gap between the assembly and basket. 
Because of the simply supported beam assumption, the staff found the approach in Part
B to be non conservative and inconsistent with actual fuel rod behavior during a side
drop event and, therefore, unacceptable.

This information is requested by the staff to assess compliance with 10 CFR 72.236 (b),
(c), (d), (h) and (l).

3-20 Provide an analysis demonstrating that fuel cladding integrity is maintained for the end
drop event evaluated in SAR Section 3.5.3.2.  Analysis assumptions should be justified
based on the physical and behavioral characteristics of the fuel rods (cladding and fuel)
in the assemblies.  Cladding material properties should be consistent with high burnup
fuel and include a thickness reduction due to oxidation.

In Section 3.5.3.2 "End Drop" TN performed a static nonlinear ANSYS analysis of a
simply supported fuel rod "column" with initial curvature loaded by an incrementally
increasing axial force.  Cladding and fuels were assumed to act as a composite (i.e.,
"fused with each other").  The cladding was given elastic-plastic properties and a tensile
failure strain of 1.6%, while the fuel was given only elastic properties and no failure
strain.  Because the fuel has an elastic modulus more than twice that of the cladding
and a solid cross-section, almost all of the lateral load resisting capacity ("buckling"
strength) of the fuel rod, in the applicant’s analysis, is provided by the fuel, not the
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cladding.  The fuel is basically a coarse granular material with little tensile strength and
therefore cannot be relied upon to resist tensile stress.  This natural state of the fuel is
not reflected in TN’s analysis, which assumes that the fuel is a continuous solid with
unlimited strength.  The staff finds TN’s analysis unacceptable.

This information is requested by the staff to assess compliance with 10 CFR 72.236(b),
(c), (d). (h) and (l).
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Second Structural Analysis 
Sent by email from Michael Mason To Mary Jane Ross-Lee

dated March 25, 2005
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